英検・２級
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単語暗記ソフト・Collaborative・グーグル翻訳

※ グーグル翻訳に貼り付け、必ず音声を聴いて練習してください。
※ !! 翻訳には、時々誤りが有りますから、それぞれ英文を確認する必要があります。
不明な時は、メール、またはスカイプで質問して下さい!!
18-1-2級
D-1

筆記問題

語句問題

●- 1 Wendy wants to (
) her school in a national science contest. Only one student's
work from the school will be chosen for the event, and Wendy hopes it will be hers.
1

collapse

2

represent

3

insult

4

obtain

※ Wendy wants to represent her school in a national science contest. Only one student's work
from the school will be chosen for the event, and Wendy hopes it will be hers.
※ She was close to collapse but noted that the young, smartly dressed woman on her doorstep
didn't physically help her.
※ With respect, this remark is an insult to the intelligence of your readers.
※ In conclusion, funding is always available and obtainable if you have the complete
package necessary to develop a business.
* She was close to (
) collapse but noted that the young, smartly dressed woman on her
doorstep didn't physically help her.
* With respect, this remark is an (
) to the intelligence of your readers.
* In conclusion, funding is always available and (
) if you have the complete package
necessary to develop a business.
●- 2 Dan was raised in England by his Italian mother and Japanese father, so there was
always an interesting (
) of cultures in his home.
1

forehead

2

lane

3

costume

4

mixture

※ Dan was raised in England by his Italian mother and Japanese father, so there was always
an interesting mixture of cultures in his home.
※ He walked over to me, took off my glasses and gently tapped my forehead just above the
bridge of my nose.
※ Rush-hour traffic built up today as the outside lane in both directions was closed for
repairs to the crash barrier.
※ You can show them a picture of a costume or outfit in a magazine and within the day
they'll recreate it for you.
* He walked over to me, took off my glasses and gently tapped my (
) just above the
bridge of my nose.
* Rush-hour traffic built up today as the outside (
) in both directions was closed for
repairs to the crash barrier.
* You can show them a picture of a (
) or outfit in a magazine and within the day
they'll recreate it for you.
●- 3 Last week, some hikers got lost in the mountains, hundreds of kilometers from the
nearest town. It took a long time for the rescuers to find them because the area was so
(
).
1

punctual

2

responsible

3

isolated

4

frightened

※ Last week, some hikers got lost in the mountains, hundreds of kilometers from the nearest
town. It took a long time for the rescuers to find them because the area was so isolated.
※ While they are super-fast, comfortable, punctual and convenient, the Shinkansen trains
are not cheap.
※ Mothers are ultimately responsible for the care and raising of children.
※ I'm not frightened of these games, in fact I'm really looking forward to them.
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* While they are super-fast, comfortable, (
) and convenient, the Shinkansen trains are
not cheap.
* Mothers are ultimately (
) for the care and raising of children.
* I'm not (
) of these games, in fact I'm really looking forward to them.
・
●- 17

・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・中略
A : It's getting late, and I'm tired. Do you want to (

), Heidi?

B : Yeah, let's stop working now. We can finish the project tomorrow.
1

lose your way

2

3

wait your turn

call it a day
4

make it a rule

※ It's getting late, and I'm tired. Do you want to call it a day, Heidi?
※
way.
※
※
*
*

If we cannot understand that there's an issue of principle here, then we have lost our
Wait until your turn comes.
I make it a rule neither to borrow nor to lend money.
If we cannot understand that there's an issue of principle here, then we have (
I (
) neither to borrow nor to lend money.

).

●- 18 Roger is a chef at a health-food restaurant. His goal is to create healthy versions
of dishes that are (
) delicious than the original versions.
1

no less

2

no more

3

any less

4

any more

※ Roger is a chef at a health-food restaurant. His goal is to create healthy versions of
dishes that are no less delicious than the original versions.
※
※
※

I can stand no more of your nonsense!
I know it's my job, but that doesn't make me any less unhappy about having to do it.
I can't count on anyone any more.

* I can stand (
) of your nonsense!
* I know it's my job, but that doesn't make me (
* I can't count on anyone (
).
・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・中略
◆◆ END ◆◆
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) unhappy about having to do it.

